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As everyone knows who has opened a kitchen faucet, pipe flow is laminar at low flow velocities and
turbulent at high flow velocities. At intermediate velocities, there is a transition wherein plugs of laminar
flow alternate along the pipe with “flashes” of a type of fluctuating, nonlaminar flow that remains poorly
understood. In the 19th century, Osborne Reynolds sought to connect these states of flow with quantitative
“laws of resistance,” whereby the fluid friction is determined as a function of the Reynolds number. While
he succeeded for laminar and turbulent flows, the laws for transitional flows eluded him and remain
unknown to this day. By properly distinguishing between laminar plugs and flashes in the transitional
regime, we show experimentally and numerically that the law of resistance for laminar plugs corresponds to
the laminar law and the law of resistance for flashes is identical to that of turbulence.
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In 1883, Osborne Reynolds [1] carried out a series of
experiments to test the theoretical argument, rooted in the
concept of dynamical similarity, that the character of a pipe
flow should be determined by the Reynolds number
Re≡UD=ν, where U is the mean velocity of the flow,
D is the diameter of the pipe, and ν is the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid. At low Re, Reynolds observed a state
of flow, known as laminar, in which “the elements of the
fluid follow one another along lines of motion which lead
in the most direct manner to their destination” [1]. At high
Re, Reynolds observed another state of flow, known as
turbulent, in which the elements of fluid “eddy about in
sinuous paths the most indirect possible” [1]. At inter-
mediate values of Re, Reynolds found a transitional regime
in which the flow was spatially heterogeneous, with plugs
of steady, presumably laminar, flow alternating with flashes
(Reynolds’s term) of fluctuating, eddying flow.
Since Reynolds’s time, much has been learned about the

transitional regime. It is now known that there are two types
of flash [2–6]: “puffs” and “slugs.” The puffs appear first, at
the onset of the transitional regime, which is triggered by
finite-amplitude perturbations [5]. Shaped like down-
stream-pointing arrowheads [2,5], the puffs are ≈ 20D
long and travel downstream at a speed [5] of ≈ 0.9U. A
puff may decay and disappear, or it may split into two or
three puffs separated by intervening laminar plugs [7]. With
further increase in Re, the puffs are replaced by slugs [8]
(Re≳ 2250). With a head faster than U and a tail that is
slower, the slugs, unlike the puffs, spread as they travel

downstream and are therefore capable of crowding out
the laminar plugs. As Re increases further, the flow turns
turbulent. The stark contrast between puffs and slugs and
turbulence suggests that each constitutes a distinct state
of flow.
Despite the noteworthy advances in our knowledge,

including the recent elucidation of the link between
transition in shear flows and the directed percolation
universality class [6,9,10], a major goal of Reynolds’s
inquiry [1] still eludes us. Seeking to classify the states of
flow as laminar, turbulent, or transitional, Reynolds inves-
tigated laws of resistance that express the fluid friction f
(a unitless measure of pressure drop per unit length of pipe)
as a function of Re (see, e.g., Fig. 1). (By definition,
f ≡ ½DΔP=ΔL=ðρU2=2Þ�, where ΔP=ΔL is the pressure
drop per unit length of pipe and ρ is the density of the fluid;
see Supplemental Material [11].) For laminar flow,
Reynolds [1] found that f ¼ flamðReÞ≡ 64=Re, which
is known as the Hagen-Poiseuille law, an exact mathemati-
cal result derivable from the equations of motion for a flow
dominated by viscosity. Fluctuations have a marked effect
on f, and for turbulent flow, Reynolds [1] found that
f ¼ fturbðReÞ≡ 0.3164Re−1=4, an empirical result known
as the Blasius law [18,19]. The Blasius law has not yet been
derived from the equations of motion, but it has recently
been shown that the scaling fturbðReÞ ∝ Re−1=4 can be
derived from Kolmogorov’s phenomenological theory of
turbulence [20,21], which furnishes a direct link between
this law of resistance and the internal structure of the flow.
Finally, for transitional flow, Reynolds found that the
relation between f and Re “was either indefinite or very
complex” [1], and to date the laws for the transitional
regime—the focus of this Letter—remain unknown [5].
To illustrate the problems in seeking these laws, we begin
with a discussion of our experiments.
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We carry out measurements of f in a 20-m-long, smooth,
cylindrical glass pipe of D ¼ 2.5 cm� 10 μm. The fluid is
water. Driven by gravity, the flow remains laminar up to the
highest Re tested (Re ≈ 8300). To make flashes, we perturb
the flowusing an obstacle (iris) or a pair of syringe pumps.We

compute data points (f, Re) bymeasuring, at discrete times t,
the mean velocity U over the cross section and the pressure
drop ΔP over a length span ΔL ¼ 202D. The time series
ΔPðtÞ andUðtÞ yield fðtÞ and ReðtÞ, which we average over
a long time (>4000 D=U) to obtain a single data point (f,
Re). (See Supplemental Material for further discussion [11]).
In Fig. 1, a log-log plot of f vs Re, we plot five

representative sets of data points. We see data points that
fall on flamðReÞ and correspond to laminar flows, data
points that fall on fturbðReÞ and correspond to turbulent
flows, and data points that fall between flamðReÞ and
fturbðReÞ [22] and correspond to transitional flows. In
the transitional regime, the relation between f and Re is
not unique and there appear to be no discernible laws.
Standard engineering plots of f vs Re—called Moody
diagrams [19,23]—show the transitional regime blank or
hashed out, symbolizing our ignorance. Recent research on
f for exact coherent structures (ECSs) further complicates
the problem [24]. (Thought to be the building blocks of
puffs and slugs, ECSs are special transient solutions of the
Navier-Stokes equations [4].) Whereas experiments show
fturbðReÞ to be an upper bound for f in the transitional
regime, f for some ECSs manifestly overshoot fturbðReÞ, a
puzzle to which we return later.
To seek clues regarding f in the transitional regime, we

first consider transitional flows with slugs. From Fig. 1, we
pick one set of data points and replot them in Fig. 2(a).
In Fig. 2(b), we show the time series fðtÞ and the attendant
probability distribution function pðfÞ for a representative
laminar data point (marked L), for a representative transi-
tional data point (marked S), and for a representative
turbulent data point (marked T). For point L and for point

FIG. 1. A typical f vs Re state diagram. The position of a data
point (f, Re) can be used to classify the state of the flow: laminar
flow corresponds to flamðReÞ (dashed line), turbulent flow
corresponds to fturbðReÞ (solid line), and transitional flow
corresponds to the region between flamðReÞ and fturbðReÞ (puffs
and slugs occupy two distinct regions, marked in green and blue,
respectively.) The data points are from experiments where we
perturb the flow using an obstacle (iris) of size h along the
periphery of the pipe of radius R. Each set of data points
corresponds to a fixed value of h=R. For h=R ¼ 0 (no obstacle),
the flow is laminar for all Re tested. With increase in h=R, the
onset of the transitional regime shifts to lower Re.

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. A closer look at f for transitional flows with slugs. (a) Data points (f, Re) corresponding to laminar flows (shown in black),
transitional flows (shown in blue), and turbulent flows (shown in orange); from Fig. 1 (h=R ¼ 0.10). (b) The time series fðtÞ and the
attendant probability distribution function pðfÞ for the data points marked L, S, and T in (a). Note that, for the transitional data point S,
fðtÞ swings around the dotted line [the long-time average of fðtÞ], between two distinct values f− and fþ, where f− ¼ flamðReÞ and
fþ ¼ fturbðReÞ, as indicated in (a).
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T, pðfÞ has a single peak, the value of which is the same as
the long-time average of fðtÞ, which we have denoted by f.
By contrast, for the transitional data point S, pðfÞ has two
peaks and fðtÞ swings [25] between the peak values,
marked f− and fþ in Fig. 2, spending little time at the
long-time average of fðtÞ, which includes contributions
from both laminar plugs and slugs. Here, f− is the friction
for laminar plugs (that is, the unitless pressure drop per
unit length of laminar plug) and fþ is the friction for slugs
(that is, the unitless pressure drop per unit length of slug).
But there is more: it turns out that f− ¼ flamðReÞ and fþ ¼
fturbðReÞ [as indicated in Fig. 2(a)]—and not just for data
point S, but for all transitional data points in Fig. 2(a).
We now turn to transitional flows with puffs. Unlike

slugs, puffs are short (≈ 20D long) as compared to the
length span ΔL ¼ 202D, where we measure the pressure
drop ΔP, and the technique we have used to measure f for
slugs cannot be used for puffs. To measure f for puffs,
fpuffs, we create a train of puffs [22,26] such that, at any
given time, about 6–7 puffs fit within ΔL [Fig. 3(a)]. We
then measure the time series fðtÞ, which we average
over the train of puffs to obtain f [Fig. 3(b)]. Now, this
f includes contributions from both puffs and laminar
plugs. Employing the lever rule for binary mixtures [27],
we write [28]

f ¼ γfpuffs þ ð1 − γÞflam; ð1Þ

where the intermittency γ is the fraction of the flow
corresponding to puffs: 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. Once we deduce γ
(discussed next), we use the experimentally determined
flam (corresponding to the laminar flow before and after the
train of puffs) and solve for fpuffs.
To determine γ, we measure the time series of the radial

velocity at the centerline vðtÞ [Fig. 3(a)] and identify puffs to
be the regions where the indicator function IðtÞ, which we
define as the moving average of v2ðtÞ over a time window
ΔT ¼ 5D=U, hv2ðtÞiΔT , exceeds a given threshold δ [29].
Similar to Ref. [10], we set δ ¼ 3σlam, where σlam, the
standard deviation of hv2ðtÞiΔT for a laminar flow at the
sameRe as the train of puffs, is a measure of the instrumental
and experimental noise. The puffs correspond to IðtÞ ≥ δ
[Fig. 3(c)]. The fraction of twhere this inequality holds yields
γ, which, via Eq. (1), yields fpuffs (see SupplementalMaterial
[11]). Note that the same procedure can be applied to
transitional flows with slugs, as an alternative to the simpler
procedure that we used to obtain the results as in Fig. 2(b)—
the results differ by < 1.5%.
All of our experimental results for f rely on measuring

the global pressure drop over the length span ΔL ¼ 202D.
To complement these results, we conduct direct numerical
simulations [30], wherein we compute f using the local
fðxÞ, where x is the position along the pipe axis (see
Supplemental Material [11]). From the simulated flow
fields, we calculate fðxÞ ¼ 8τðxÞ=ρUðxÞ2, where τ is the
shear stress at the wall. To separate flashes (either slugs or
puffs, as the case might be) from laminar plugs, we define
an indicator function IðxÞ as the cross-sectional average
of the squared in-plane velocity fluctuations (radial and
azimuthal) [31]. Now, without needing to resort to Eq. (1),
we directly compute f for flashes as the average of fðxÞ
corresponding to IðxÞ ≥ δ and f for laminar plugs as the
average of fðxÞ corresponding to IðxÞ < δ. We are now
ready to collate the results.
In Fig. 4(a), a log-log plot of f vs Re, we show all

the transitional data points from our experiments and
simulations. As expected, the transitional data points corre-
sponding to puffs and the transitional data points corre-
sponding to slugs appear dispersed as two clouds of data
points, with no hint of any laws of resistance. For each of the
transitional data points in Fig. 4(a), we compute f for flashes
(slugs as well as puffs) and f for laminar plugs, and plot the
outcome in Fig. 4(b) to arrive at our main results: for all
transitional flows, f for laminar plugs equals flamðReÞ and f
for flashes equals fturbðReÞ, irrespective of the type of flash.
That is, the very same laws of resistance Reynolds found for
laminar flows and turbulent flows directly extend to laminar
plugs and flashes, respectively [32]. Because the laws of
resistance are a conventional diagnostic for the state of flow,
we conclude that laminar plugs are indeed laminar and, more
importantly, that puffs and slugs are turbulent, even though

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Computing f for puffs, fpuffs. (a) Schematic of the pipe
section where we measure the pressure drop for a train of puffs.
The laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) stationed at the middle of
this section measures the time series of the radial velocity at the
centerline vðtÞ. We also simultaneously measure the time series
of pressure drop ΔPðtÞ and mean velocity UðtÞ. (b) Sample time
series fðtÞ for a train of about 30 puffs. We compute fðtÞ using
ΔPðtÞ and UðtÞ. f is the time-averaged fðtÞ for the train of puffs.
For reference, we mark flam and fturb at the flow Re. (c) Attendant
to (b), simultaneous measurements of the indicator function
IðtÞ ¼ hvðtÞ2iΔT . We mark the threshold δ ¼ 3σlam. (Inset)
Enlarged view. The puffs correspond to IðtÞ ≥ δ.
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puffs and slugs and turbulence outwardly appear to be three
distinct states of flow.
Based on our results, we can write f for any transitional

data point using the lever rule as γfturbðReÞ þ
ð1 − γÞflamðReÞ. This does not, however, fully resolve
Reynolds’s original quandary. To determine the value of
f, we still need to know the corresponding γ, but at present
there is no theory relating γ to Re. That said, the framework
of directed percolation might provide a starting point [33].
Our results also hint at an analogy between the transi-

tional regime and the phenomenon of shear banding in
complex fluids [34,35]. For a range of shear rates, sheared
flow of complex fluids becomes spatially heterogeneous,
forming a weakly sheared band and a highly sheared band.
Here, the total shear rate is governed by a lever rule
between shear rates of the weakly sheared band and the
highly sheared band, analogous to f for laminar plugs and
flashes, respectively. The attendant shear stress remains
nearly constant for the range of shear rates, analogous to the
limited variation of Re as f traverses between flamðReÞ and
fturbðReÞ (see Fig. 1). The analogy between transition and
shear banding may lead to a useful exchange between these
two seemingly unrelated fields.
Last, we return to the puzzle of f for ECSs [24]. Using

the framework of ECSs, f for flashes can be computed as a
weighted average of f for individual ECSs, where the
weight is the fraction of time the flow resides in the phase-
space region corresponding to the ECS. Since the values of
f for the individual ECSs are unlikely to be all identical, the
individual f values, constrained by our result [f for flashes
equals fturbðReÞ] must necessarily go above and below the

weighted average fturbðReÞ. Over- and undershoots are thus
but expected. In addition, we note that f for a complete set
of ECSs must satisfy fturbðReÞ. This provides a necessary
condition for the completeness of the set, akin to the sum
rules in quantum mechanics [36].
A staple of undergraduate curricula, the f vs Re diagram

is familiar to every fluid mechanist. And yet, closely
reexamining this 130-year-old diagram continues to yield
fresh insights.
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